The spatial evolution of a directionally spread wave field on a near-planar natural beach is examined using data from longshore arrays of pressure sensors and wave staffs at 10.3 m and 4.1 m depth. High-resolution frequency-directional spectra from the deeper array are used to initialize a linear refraction model, and the resulting model predictions are compared with frequency-directional measurements at the shallow array. Linear theory inaccurately predicts both the shapes of directional spectra in shallow water and the total variances in some frequency bands. The discrepancies are largest for frequencies associated with maxima in the bicoherence spectrum, suggesting the importance of nonlinear effects. Furthermore, the measured directional spectrum at energetic low frequencies (0.05-0.11 Hz) and the vector resonance conditions for triads of long waves can be used to predict accurately the directions of observed peaks in directional spectra at higher frequencies (0.12-0.21 Hz). Prominent features in the measured directional spectra at the shallow array are thus consistent with energy transfers resulting from near-resonant triad interactions in the shoaling wave field.
INTRODUCTION
Nonbreaking water waves evolve substantially as they propagate shoreward in shallow water. As the depth decreases, wave amplitudes increase and initially symmetric wave profiles and oscillatory currents become asymmetric and skewed. Both linear and nonlinear processes act simultaneously to alter the frequency-directional characteristics of shoaling waves. The present study aims to identify qualitatively the nonlinear contribution to the shoaling transformation of frequency-directional spectra for natural waves propagating on a beach with nearly planar bathymetry.
Variations In the case study reported here, 5 h of continuous data from the two directional arrays are used to show that nonlinear effects influence the evolution of the frequencydirectional spectrum in the shoaling region, as suggested by the theoretical models of FG and LYK. Measurements at 10 m depth (and hence the predicted directional spectra at 4 m depth) were dominated by swell propagating from the south at low frequencies (<0.09 Hz) and by waves propagating from the north at higher frequencies. However, the measured two-dimensional spectra in shallow water showed evidence of significant southerly energy at harmonics of the incident swell that was not predicted by linear theory. In addition, linear theory did not predict observations of nearly normally incident energy found at the sum frequency of the south swell and the higher-frequency north "sea". These deviations between the measurements and the linear theory occurred at frequencies where the bicoherence was high, indicating significant nonlinear coupling within wave triads. Additionally, by using the bicoherence (to identify the frequencies of waves in a triad), the observed propagation directions for waves at two of the frequencies, and the vector resonance conditions presented by FG and LYK, the observed directions associated with apparently nonlinearly generated waves can be predicted accurately. The results presented for this particular subset of the data are also found to varying degrees in data obtained on many other occasions during this experiment. The field experiment and data analysis are described in section 2. Measured frequency-directional spectra, and comparisons between predictions of linear refraction theory and data from the shallow array are presented in sections 3 and 4, respectively. Analyses of the discrepancies between measured shallow water directional spectra and those predicted by linear theory are given in section 5. Discussion and conclusions follow in section 6. Pawka [1982 Pawka [ , 1983 showed that the array could resolve bidirectional wave trains at f--0.067 Hz separated by only 8 ø in direction (and varying significantly in relative amplitudes) when using maximum likelihood estimation. Greater angular resolution is achieved by using the iterative maximum likelihood estimation technique [Pawka, 1982 [Pawka, , 1983 ; Oltman-Shay and Guza, 1984] described briefly below.
The shallow array was 192 m in longshore extent and was designed specifically to provide measurements of twodimensional spectra for comparison with those measured at the deep array. Although the relative placements (longshore lags) of the wave staffs in the shallow array were not identical to those in the deep array, the shallow array had resolution comparable to that of the deep array after accounting for the effects of linear refraction. That is, if the deep array could resolve two wave trains that differed only slightly in direction, the shallow array could also resolve the wave trains assuming that the beach had parallel depth contours and that linear refraction theory was valid.
Figure 1 also shows the nearly planar bathymetry of the site, with depth contours based on a survey conducted on September 9, 1980 (within one day of acquiring the data presented below). Least squares fit of the tide-corrected depth measurements to a plane resulted in an on-offshore direction 264øT (i.e., the beach normal is -6 ø south of west) and a mean slope of 0.02. The two arrays were very nearly aligned with the depth contours, with the axis of the deep array rotated 1 ø clockwise (i.e., 355øT) with respect to the depth contours, and the axis of the shallow array rotated 3 ø clockwise (357øT). In the following, all angles will be referred to an on-offshore coordinate system, with 0 ø corresponding to waves approaching normal to the beach, and positive angles corresponding to waves approaching the beach from the north (angles greater than 264øT At each frequency, high-resolution directional spectra were calculated from the averaged cross-spectral matrix and the known sensor positions using an iterative maximum likelihood (IMLE) technique [Pawka, 1983 ; Oltman-Shay and . Starting with an initial maximum likelihood estimate of the directional spectrum [e.g., Davis and Regier, 1977] , the IMLE method converges upon a possible true spectrum (i.e., one that can be used to retrieve the measured cross spectrum) by "unsmoothing" successive maximum likelihood estimates. The IMLE technique has been shown to yield accurate, high-resolution directional spectra from arrays and wave conditions that are very similar to those discussed here [Pawka, 1982 [Pawka, , 1983 . 
Frequency Spectra
One-dimensional frequency spectra measured at the center of each array and averaged over the entire 5 h are shown in Figure 2 . At both array locations, the frequency spectrum is dominated by a narrow peak centered at 0.06 Hz. In 10 m depth, a broader peak extends from --• 0.09 to 0.13 Hz. Less than 16% of the total variance is contributed by motions at frequencies greater than 0.13 Hz. Although the lowfrequency swell peak is still present at the shallow array (4 m depth), the band 0.09-0.13 Hz now contains two significant peaks, centered at 0.10 Hz and at 0.12 Hz. Futhermore, although the spectrum continues to decrease at higher frequencies, there is a broad, low peak in the frequency range 0.16-0.20 Hz, centered near 0.18 Hz. The following comparisons between measurements and LFDT predictions focus primarily on the angular location of local maxima in the directional spectra ("peaks"), and the total autospectral levels in given frequency bands. These quantities, as well as approximate sea surface elevation variances associated with individual directional peaks, are summarized in Table 1 for the directional spectra shown in tion (+ 12 ø) is comparable to the unrefracted direction observed at the deep array. The observed southern peak is located at -4 ø (rather than the predicted -5ø), but contains nearly twice the predicted variance. Overall, the measured autospectral density at this frequency exceeds the prediction of LFDT by a factor of 1.4, with nearly all of the discrepancy attributable to the large measured variance associated with the peak at -4 ø. Figure 5e shows the directional spectrum at f = 0.14 Hz, near the high-frequency edge of the isolated directional peak at 0.11-0.15 Hz in Figure 3b . The most striking discrepancy between measured and predicted 4-m spectra is the hugely amplified southern peak that is observed, but is not well predicted by LFDT. The LFDT prediction of this peak is in error by more than a factor of 2 in variance and 3 ø in direction.
Frequency-Directional
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At f = 0.16 Hz (Figure 5f ), both the 10-m measured spectrum and the LFDT prediction are trimodal as at 0.14 Hz, with predicted peaks in 4 m depth at -4 ø, + 5 ø, and + 15 ø.
The shallow array data support the predictions for both the direction and the amplitude of the peak at + 15 ø, but the southerly peak (predicted to be located at -4 ø) is not fully resolved. Most importantly, the measured directional spectrum is dominated by a peak centered at +6 ø and exceeding the LFDT prediction by a factor of 1.5 in variance.
The directional comparison at a relatively high frequency (f = 0.18 Hz) is shown in Figure 5g . Based on LFDT, the ß directional spectrum at 4 m depth should be roughly trimodal, with minor peaks at -6 ø and + 16 ø, and a larger, broad peak with maximum at +6 ø. The measurements confirm the minor peak at + 16 ø, but show considerably larger peaks at +6 ø (underpredicted by LFDT by a factor of 1.5) and at -4 ø (underpredicted by a factor of 3.5). The total aut0spectral density in this band is underpredicted by LFDT by nearly a factor of 2.
The field data analyzed above suggest that at frequencies less than 0.12 Hz, LFDT predicts peak directions within a few degrees and total peak energies within about 30% (Figures 5a-5c) . At higher frequencies, errors in LFDT predictions of both directions and variances are significantly larger. In particular, the linear theory inaccurately predicts the large peaks observed in the southern quadrant at 0.12 Hz and 0.14 Hz (Figures 5d and 5e ), in the northern quadrant at 0.16 Hz (Figure 5f ), and in both quadrants at 0.18 Hz (Figure  5g ).
DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN LFDT AND DATA
In the previous section, predictions of directional spectra based on linear shoaling theory were seen to differ substantially from observations in 4 m depth. In the appendix, it is shown that the observed discrepancies are not primarily artifacts of the directional estimation technique. Other sources of error including depth variations during the run, As shown below, the major discrepancies between the observed and predicted frequency-directional spectra in 4 m depth occur at frequencies associated with bicohcrcncc maxima (indicating significant nonlinear coupling), and the observed directions of anomalously energetic peaks arc consistent with the vector resonance conditions (equation 
Interactions Between the Primary and Nonharmonic Frequencies
The interactions between the autospectral peak and its harmonics discussed in section 5.1 primarily involve waves propagating in the same direction. For any given triad of frequencies obeying (2a), such "collinear" interactions guarantee minimum mismatch in the wave number resonance condition, since any mismatch results only from lowest-order dispersion. Interactions between waves propagating in different directions must result in larger wave number mismatches (and hence less net near-resonant energy transfers) because the magnitude of the vector sum wave number (k3) must be smaller than required for a linear wave at the appropriate frequency. However, as noted in section 4, virtually all of the energy in the wind wave frequency band approached the beach within 25 ø of normal incidence, and the most energetic waves at 0.06 Hz were nearly normally incident (angles of about -4ø). Wave number mismatch magnitudes (expressed as 1 -Ikl + k21/k} in, t. lin where •3 is the magnitude of the linear wave number at frequency f3) are shown in Figure 7 for several different triads at 7 m depth. For all interactions discussed below, the mismatches are small and relatively insensitive to wave direction, so approach direction has only a small effect on the magnitudes of near-resonant transfers. In the present data set, the principal effect of the directionality in the incident wave field is on the directions (rather than the magnitudes) of the nonlinearly generated waves.
The third largest maximum in the bicoherence spectrum is located near (0.06, 0.08). It represents interactions between two wave trains propagating from the south, although in 4 m depth the higher-frequency waves are -4 ø farther from normal incidence than are the primary waves. The nonlinearly generated waves should be observed at the sum frequency (about 0.14 Hz) and the vector sum direction (-6.2ø). In fact, an anomalously large peak is observed at the proper direction in Figure 5e , and LFDT underpredicts its magnitude by nearly a factor of 2. Additional interactions between the primary and the more southerly swell at frequencies around 0.08 Hz result in the elongated shape of the southern quadrant contours in the range 0.11-0.15 Hz in Figure 3b .
Of greater interest is the interaction at ( Figures 5a and 5b) , the observed directions of the south swell (0.06 Hz) and the north sea (0.10 Hz) did not agree with predictions of LFDT. In each case, the observed location of the directional peak in 4 m depth was 2 ø farther from normal incidence than predicted, and the low-frequency swell even appeared to have refracted away from normal incidence as the depth decreased.
The discrepancies are not readily attributed to uncertainties in array alignment or knowledge of the beach normal, since modal directions at frequencies away from the autospectral peaks and their harmonics are predicted well by LFDT (e.g., Figure 5c ). From the analysis above (and especially Figure 6b) , it is clear that both the south swell and the higher-frequency north sea are participating in nonlinear, near-resonant triad interactions. As shown explicitly in FG and LYK, such interactions can result in modal phase modifications that can be interpreted as nonlinear changes to the wave number. Since the wave number magnitudes used in the calculations of directional spectra are determined by LFDT, the effective wave number magnitudes may differ from the predicted ones, thus contributing to discrepancies between the observed directional spectra and the predictions of LFDT. Additionally, the true local direction may indeed by altered by nonlinear effects.
The 10-m Directional Spectra
Nonlinearities in 10 m depth result in statistically significant bicoherences, although the bicoherence magnitudes are much smaller than those found in shallow water (compare Figures 6a and 6b) . The bicoherence maxima in Figure 6a at (0.06, 0.06) and (0.06, 0.12) are the manifestations in 10 m depth of the harmonic interactions discussed in detail (for shallow water) in section 5.1. However, in 10 m depth the observed harmonic peak (0.12 Hz, -8 ø) is not precisely aligned with the fundamental (0 = -4ø). The local maximum in the 10-m directional spectrum at 0.18 Hz (0 = -8ø; Figure  5g ) is also displaced from the primary. In 10 m depth, a significant fraction of the total energy at harmonic frequencies is from presumably free waves propagating from the north (cf . Figures 5d and 5g) Figures 3b, 5d, and  5g ). Previous observations [Freilich and Guza, 1984; Elgar and Guza, 1985a] showing only directional alignment between the primary and its second harmonic were limited by array size and estimator resolution. In the present study, using better arrays and more sophisticated directional estimates, the alignment has been observed for the third and fourth harmonics, as well. Based on our analysis, an heuristic nonlinear "model" predicting the locations of directional peaks can be constructed when the autospectrum is dominated by a narrow, low-frequency swell, and the wind waves at frequencies less than twice the swell frequency have nearly unimodal directional distributions. Under these conditions, the dominant nonlinear triad sum interactions involve the waves at the autospectral peak. By assigning k• in (2b) to the vector wave number associated with the swell and similarly k 2 to the wave number of waves at each higher frequency, the resonance conditions (equation (2b)) yield the predicted peak vector wave number (and hence, direction) at the sum frequency. The "model" is thus valid for waves with frequencies exceeding twice the swell frequency. Comparisons between these heuristic "predicted" directions and the observed peak directions at higher frequencies in 4 m depth are shown in Figure 8 . With the exception of a single frequency just below the third harmonic of the swell, "predicted" and observed peak directions differ by at most 1 ø . The agreement is made even more remarkable by the fact that the observed peak directions vary by nearly 12 ø (and from southern to northern quadrants) across the frequency band 0.12-0.21 Hz (see Figure 3b) .
The peak directions in 4 m depth predicted by LFDT are also shown in Figure 8 . Although LFDT is reasonably accurate at frequencies less than the second harmonic of the swell, it is typically in error by more than 9 ø at higher frequencies. Curiously, at f= 0.12, 0.16, and 0.17 Hz, LFDT appears to predict the observed peak direction to within 1 ø . The apparently accurate predictions of the linear model can be explained by the measured 10-m bicoherences in 10 m depth (Figure 6a ). As discussed in section 5.5, significant bicoherence maxima are observed near (0.06, 0.06) and (0.06, 0.12), and nonlinearly generated waves nearly aligned with the swell are present even in the observed 10-m directional spectra. Thus, although the LFDT model based on the 10-m observations "correctly" predicts peak directions at discrete frequencies in shallow water, the directional spectra at those frequencies (see, for example, Figures 4, 5d , and 5f) show that LFDT underpredicts the amplitudes of the peaks in 4 m depth by nearly a factor of 2. The significant underprediction of peak amplitudes at those frequencies indicates that LFDT does not contain the essential physics In the data studied here, the peak directions in 4 m depth at frequencies between 0.12 and 0.21 Hz were determined primarily by nonlinear effects. Although full prediction of the two-dimensional spectrum (both directions and amplitudes at each frequency) requires application of a nonlinear twodimensional shoaling model such as that of Liu et al. [1985] , the present results clearly show that the effects of nearresonant triad interactions are detectable in field observations of frequency-directional spectra of shoaling waves.
APPENDIX: ESTIMATION ERRORS
Estimation of directional spectra from sparse longshore arrays as used in this study is not straightforward, and much effort in the past two decades has been expended to develop and test improved spectral estimation techniques. The IMLE technique used here (cf. section 2) was originally developed and tested using arrays and wave conditions at Torrey Pines that were very similar to those in this study [Pawka, 1982 [Pawka, , 1983 ]. The technique is highly accurate for this particular situation and its performance is relatively insensitive to changes in initial conditions, array configurations, and choices of convergence parameters. Nonetheless, there is no mathematical formulation justifying IMLE, confidence levels on $(f, O) are unknown, and the resulting estimated directional spectra are probably not even unique solutions. Although the present objective is to investigate shoaling waves (not to evaluate estimators), tests have been performed to eliminate the possibility that the "observed" directional spectra are primarily artifacts of the estimation process.
Two simulations were performed in which known directional spectra were used to generate noise-free crossspectral matrices for a given array configuration. Directional spectra were then estimated from the simulated cross spectra and compared with the known inputs. In the first case, the inputs were taken to be the spectra at 4 m depth predicted by using deep array measurements and LFDT (i.e., the input spectra were the dashed lines in Figures  5a-5g) . Cross spectra appropriate to the shallow array instrument locations were then generated, and the retrieved IMLE spectral estimates ("output spectra") were compared with the "input spectra." In similar fashion, measured shallow array spectra were used as input to (1), the resulting LFDT predictions at 10 m depth were used to generate the cross spectra at the deep array instrument locations, and output IMLE directional spectra were calculated. Examples at selected frequencies are shown in Figures 9a-9c . In each case, the discrepancies between input and output test spectra are small compared with the differences between the input (or output) and the measured spectra. (Figure 5f ), R -2.4 for the shallow test; although significant differences between the measured directional spectrum and the simulated output are evident in Figure 9c (i.e., the large observed peak at +6ø), the magnitude of the rss ratio is not as large as at other frequencies. The above tests are neither as comprehensive nor as sophisticated as those of Pawka cited above; however, the results imply that observed discrepancies between LFDT predictions and measured/ estimated directional spectra result from the deficiencies in the LFDT model, and are not artifacts of the spectral estimation technique.
